EUREKA Joint Cluster Call on Artificial Intelligence
Pre-Announcement

CELTIC EUROGIA Proposers Day
In Madrid on 29th of January 2020
Why a Call on AI?

- Thematic calls can flexibly address specific areas of common interest to industry and PA’s
- AI is a broad thematic area that has links to all Cluster Communities
- To bring together partners from different Cluster communities into new AI projects
- Opportunity for new participants
- Extending the State of the Art and creating impact
Artificial Intelligence Thematic Areas

Areas of Interest

• AI for ICT
• AI for eHealth
• AI for Cybersecurity
• AI for Agriculture
• AI for a Circular economy
• AI for Smart Cities
• AI for Industry 4.0
• AI for Human–Machine Interaction (Digital Humanism)
• AI for Low Carbon Energy
• AI for Electronic Components and Systems
EUREKA InterCluster Call on Artificial Intelligence

Participants

15+ Eureka Countries
involved countries so far

15 Countries so far engaged with the Joint AI Call

Austria
Belgium (3 regions)
Canada
Denmark
Finland
Germany
Hungary
Luxembourg
Malta
Portugal
South Korea
Spain
Sweden
The Netherlands
Turkey

........
Call Scope & Guidelines

Contact your Public Authority to Check Priority Areas

https://www.eurekanetwork.org/eureka-countries

Full guidelines will be available when the call launches
Submitting a Project

A New Shared Submission Portal

• Submissions will be based on a single step process
• It is essential for each partner to contact their supporting Public Authority at the earliest opportunity to verify eligibility
• Projects will normally have a 3 year term (could be shorter)
• Project information will be entered via a single common submission system
• Call guidance will be available on the website
• Call submission support will be provided
• Funding rates/rules of participation are subject to National policy
National Funding processes will run in parallel with project submission and evaluation.
Supporting Events and Tools in Preparation

Broadening Your Network

- Opportunities to engage with potential partners at events
- Country/Call webinars
- Cluster networking support
- ……. 
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Project Proposal Deadline 15\textsuperscript{th} June 2020